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Acting Director’s Report

A highlight of the year was the visit by
poets from the Centre for Creative Arts’s
Poetry Africa, which was held in October.
A seminar in French by poet Barnabé Laye
from Benin took place at CALS.
The poets came from an array of countries:
India, Benin, Nigeria, Ireland, Italy, Canada
and the United States of America. They
went on a tour of the CALS and several
poets made generous donations of their
published poems to the CALS’s library.
These were all inscribed.
The library continues to attract an
increasing number of local students as well
as many international researchers and
students. They comment on CALS being a
place where people can experience and
celebrate African identity and
achievements.

The Centre for African Literary Studies,
CALS, has had a very productive year with
all the tasks envisaged for this year
completed and has also had a very
successful review by the UKZN Quality
Promotions and Assurance (QPA) Unit. This
is despite a great deal of uncertainty about
staffing. Staff have been on three month
contracts.

We tackled the task of addressing the gaps
in the CALS’s monograph collection and
placed book orders for some wonderful
items. This had not been possible since
2009.

The QPA review was requested by DVC and
Head of College, Professor Cheryl
Potgieter. The review panel ably chaired
by Extraordinary Professor Pikita Ntuli from
Tshwane University and including Dr
Lumkile Lalandle, the QPA Director, paid a
site visit to CALS.

On the downside we lost Librarian Fiona
Polak to the allures of teaching and care
work in Europe. She left CALS in June.
Fiona made an immense contribution to
the processing of books and journals at
CALS.

They spent two days interviewing an
extensive list of experts drawn from
various categories, such as Board members,
former Directors, authors, publishers and
donors, students, other librarians and the
CALS’s staff.

We are also losing part-time archivist,
Barbara Gentil, whose contract has ended
and who is leaving Pietermaritzburg. She
has made a notable contribution to CALS:
archiving the documents, photographs, and
converting the AV materials. She also
initiated a massive stock taking exercise on
the monograph collection.

The preliminary report was extremely
positive and we hope that it will help CALS
to address some of the issues which hold us
back.

As usual my grateful thanks go to the vast
team of people at UKZN and beyond who
support CALS so unstintingly. Estates have
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done a great deal of work at CALS this year
and the facilities are looking good.

The systems that we have set up for the
processing of the journals, archiving of the
documents, photographs and newspaper
clippings, as well as converting the audio
visual materials for more stable formats
have been a major contribution of this
period.

Thanks are also due to our Dean and Head
of School, Professor Nwbafor OkekeUzodike, and to the Acting Dean, Professor
Stephen Mutula, who has assisted CALS so
ably. To the small band of dedicated staff,
Darlene, Wise, Fiona, Colleen and Barbara
my thanks.

Hopefully the QPA review has set us on the
path to a new recognition for CALS within
the institution. It is already greatly valued
beyond its walls.

My time at CALS has also come to an end as
I am retiring to the Western Cape at the
end of December. Being Acting Director of
CALS has been one of the highpoints of my
career. I have found it very stimulating to
apply my creative and professional skills in
such a challenging environment.

I wish you all the best for the festive
season and 2014.
Christine Stilwell, Acting Director, CALS
and Professor, School of Social Sciences

A major highlight for me was the launching
of the isiZulu Literary Museum in 2012. It
was sparked by Daryl David and came
about because of the generosity of Shuter’s
and local and national libraries. The
students love it and use of the Centre has
increased dramatically.
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Curator’s Report
1. Staff
The current library staff are
Administrator (Darlene Holtz), Library
Assistant – Technical Services (Wiseman
Masango), and Part-time Librarian (Colleen
Vietzen). The Librarian (Fiona Polak)
resigned in June and the Part-time
Archivist’s (Barbara Gentil) contract came
to an end in August.



CALS’s Board agreed in 2013 that the
Curator’s post, Librarian’s and the
Administrative post be made permanent as
is the case with the Director’s post. The
Board has not been able to meet this year
but the Deputy Vice Chancellor and Head
of College requested a review of CALS.



CALS’s staff submitted an 80 page selfevaluation report to the review panel in
which many challenges were addressed
with suggestions about the way forward.



The panel also met a distinguished group of
categories, such as Board members, former
Directors, authors, publishers and donors,
students, other librarians as well as the
CALS’s staff. Once the QPA review report is
available the issue of the chairing of the
Board will hopefully be addressed.



2. Monographs




In 2013 we have at last started
purchasing a limited number of
items of current literature. A
systematic process to do this has
been set in place and a system for
recording the items on order has
been devised. In the past orders
were done through the UKZN
library.
Postgraduate and undergraduate
students at UKZN are showing their
appreciation of the fine collection
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of isiZulu and local language
literature at CALS. Usage has risen
dramatically since the launch of this
first Zulu literary museum and
students visit CALS daily for these
books.
In 2013 this collection was
expanded with the donation by
MoabaSesotho, the Sesotho Writers
Association, of isiZulu books to
CALS. This was done through Mr
Hlengwa from isiZulu Studies at
UKZN. Mr Wela from Shuters
donated an additional copy of the
isiZulu novel, Ithemba Alibulali by
Maphili Shange, as this is a title in
high demand. It is one of the NLSA’s
‘Proudly South African’ classic
reprints.
Miss Vietzen processed the isiZulu
books, with Mr Masango as a proof
reader, in record time. She is the
only monograph cataloguer at
present, so progress with incoming
material can be slow.
A record number of new items was
prepared for data capture on the
iLink catalogue by Ms Vietzen during
the course of the year. She
processed approximately 700 books,
many of which were in isiZulu and
other local languages, which meant
that the work on them took longer.
In addition some 70 amended items
were dealt with. Another 150
corrections were made as a result
of the stock taking exercise which is
underway.
Before she left in June, Mrs Polak
dealt with some 190 items which
were theses, some rare materials,
AV materials and journals. Some of
these required learning new
procedures.
Mr Masango processed some 910
items and shelved all of the
corrected items as well, in addition
to other duties such as helping
users.





All classification and subject
cataloguing of the existing stock is
complete with the exception of
some translations of Nigerian
literature and a few recent
donations as well a small number of
books from the UKZN Afrikaans
Department Collection. All other
titles, including the Moser
Collection, have been fully
catalogued, spine labeled and
shelved.
Donations have been received from
international and African scholars.
Some examples are:
 Professor Bernth Lindfors sends
regular parcels of donations,
both books and journals.
 In 2013 Professor Stephen Gray
has donated several items
including the last two volumes
of the Cahiers du Sud and the
works of Noel Langley, a locally
born Broadway and West End
play and script writer.
 Stephen Coan donated runs of
various literary journals as well
as 14 books, mostly poetry as
well as some novels.
 Professor
Keyan
Tomaselli
recently donated some titles in
French.
 Jeni Couzyn, an alumnus of this
university who is now resident in
London, has donated ten poetry
and other books to the Centre
for Literary Studies (CALS). Most
of the titles are not held in
other UKZN libraries

Prof. Christine Stilwell and Ms Bridget
Mcbean with the donated books

Couzyn is a poet, author and
feminist anthologist. Her bestknown collection of poetry is Life
by drowning: selected poems. She
calls herself a blend of several
nationalities (South African, British,
and Canadian). She has maintained
her ties with South Africa and in
1999 she started the Bethesda Art
Centre which is a community
project. Two of the books are
drawn from her work in this
community.
Ms Bridget Mcbean, Executive
Director of the UKZN Foundation,
facilitated and received the
donation on behalf of CALS.
 Professor Christine Stilwell has
donated her collection of South
African children’s books as well
as other items.
 Negotiations
are
currently
underway with the British
publisher James Currey to
acquire items from the AFRICA
WRITES BACK in the Publishing
Archive in the University of
Reading.
This
is
copied
Heinemann correspondence with
authors such as Bessie Head and
Mazisi Kunene.
 Various other donations have
been incorporated into the
Centre’s collection throughout
the year.
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5. Audio Visual Materials
3. Periodicals
The processing of the AV materials is
well under way. These are being
converted to the more stable dvd
format and catalogued to improve
access. Progress is a bit slow as the AV
technician (external to CALs) has a
heavy workload.

All the CALS’s journal holdings (some 503
titles in total) have been captured on the
UKZN libraries system. CALS now orders its
own journal titles directly from Ebsco and
Ms Vietzen and Mrs Holtz have set up a
system to monitor the arrival of the issues
so that missing issues can be claimed.

6. Digitization

We have started addressing the missing
issues in the older runs of journals. This
work will be put on pause until Mrs Polak
can be replaced.

This is a top priority for CALS as it will
greatly enhance access to the
collection.

The binding of the journals processed has
been completed. The quality of the binding
is carefully monitored by Mr Masango.

For digitization CALS has acquired the
 required CorelDRAW Graphics suite
x 6 education licence
 Corel DRAW Graphics suite x5
licence media kit
 Adobe Acrobat v10 Professional
 the content management system
Drupal
 A scanner dedicated to the
digitization project has been
borrowed from the School of Social
Sciences for the project.

4. Archival documents
Work on archiving of the documents of
seven collections was completed early in
2013. All seven collections (some 100
boxes) are available for use. An overview
of each has been placed on the iLink
catalogue and WorldCat. More specific
details can be requested from CALS.
The collections are:

This year the Postgraduate Diploma
Students in Information Studies (PGDIS)
and Records and Archives Management
(PGDRAM) undertook a pilot study at
CALS as part of their Digital Libraries
Module presented by Mrs Joyce Myeza,
Head, Special Collections and Mrs
Patricia Liebetrau of Digital Innovation
South Africa (DISA).

Bessie Head
documents;
black South African autobiography;
Moser;

CALS staff made a big investment of
time and space to support the students
who were busy at CALS most days.

;
These collections which are largely
unpublished are of especial interest to
researchers.
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He explained that the well-known
Kenyan writer Ngugi wa Thiong'o would
use some of the slides:
'The photos of Elvania Zirimu were
sent to Ngugi wa Thiong'o who is now
writing the next instalment of his
memoirs which deal with his years at
Makerere University, where he knew
Elvania and her husband, Pio.'
CALS will be credited by the publishers
as the source for photographs. The
photographs can be viewed at the
Centre and the contents are listed
at http://cals.ukzn.ac.za/Libraries/CA
LS_Collections/Photograph_Collection_
List.sflb.ashx

Students working on the digitizing project at the
Centre (above and below)

8. Press clippings
CALS also subscribes to the local
newspaper, the Witness and maintains
a file of relevant clippings.
9. Users

7. Photographs



The Centre has completed archival
work on its substantial collection of
photographs of African literary figures.
These are to a large extent part of the
original Lindfors Collection which forms
the core collection of materials at
CALS. Professor Lindfors, continues to
make use of the collection.




The collection is popular with
publishers, especially from the
international community. A recent
letter from Professor Lindfors reveals
how the CALS’s photographs are being
used. He wrote:
'Yes, the photos [slides of the originals]
arrived a few days ago, and I'm very
glad to have them. The one of Achebe
may be used in a future publication by
the African Literature Association.’
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The number of users has continued
to rise with many users seeking
items from the isiZulu Literary
Museum.
Inter library loan requests for the
journals as well as for books are
made regularly.
Suitable working space is still in
short supply as the Board Room
doubles as a reading room and is
frequently used for meetings and
seminars. Mrs Joyce Myeza, UKZN
Special Collections Head has
applied for funds for the addition of
a dedicated reading room.
We also need facilities such as
toilets for visitors with disabilities
as the nearest universal access
facility is in the main library.
Access to the collection improved
dramatically in 2013 when the
computer hardware and software at
CALS was upgraded. All the personal








computers barring two of the
original CALS machines have been
replaced.
User assistance processes have been
streamlined and all the staff have a
working knowledge of what is
required.
There is growing international
interest in CALS with the website
now thoroughly overhauled and
featuring regular news and updates.
International researchers visit CALS
in person and interact with the
centre via e-mail.
There is increasing interest in the
unpublished materials that are now
accessible via the catalogue.

of his donation of the French literary
journal, Les Cahiers du Sud to CALS.
Gray also donated the works of Noel
Langley to CALS. He said he felt that it was
fitting that CALS should house the
collection. Durban-born Langley graduated
from the University of Natal in 1934 with a
BA, before going on to make his name in
London’s West End and Hollywood. He was
the screenwriter for the classic 1939 film,
The wizard of Oz.

Christine Stilwell: Acting Director - for the
Curator

The Library

Profs Stobie, Stilwell, Gray and Malaba at
the celebratory tea.

The Langley Collection comprises eight
novels: There’s a porpoise close behind us;
Cage me a peacock; Hocus pocus (two
different editions); The music of the
heart; Nymph in clover; The inconstant
moon; The rift in the lute; Where did
everybody go and a non-fiction
item, Edgar Cayce on reincarnation.

The Library is available to staff and
students of the University and of other
universities and institutions as well as to
members of the public.
Stephen Gray visits and donates items:
March and May 2013

Gray addressed staff from English and
French, the Alan Paton Centre, UKZN
Press, and The Witness about these works.
CALS also houses Gray’s personal
collection. He has now added a copy of his
2006 book ‘Shelley cinema’ and other
poems.
The United Kingdom publisher, James
Currey, who shares a long publishing
history with African literature, also
attended the event.

Poster advertising Les Cahiers du Sud

On Friday, 1 March Professor Stephen Gray
visited the Centre for a special celebration
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James Currey and Prof Jaco Alant
(French Studies)

He donated three books to CALS: a first
edition of Marris Murray’s 1953 The FireRaisers, Noni Jabavu’s 1960 Drawn in
colour and John McIntosh’s The Thorn
trees.

Literary Biography in South Africa today
Professor Gray again visited CALS on May
9th and 10th to carry out research and to
address an English Studies seminar
organised by Professor Mbongeni Malaba.

In a letter to Christine Stilwell in May 2013,
Professor Gray gave his perspective on the
value of the centre. He said;
‘It was my very great pleasure from 7-10
May to visit your Centre for African Literary
Studies in order to browse through your
holdings and collect material which I would
not have found elsewhere for future
research projects. I became absolutely
convinced that, in serving African literary
studies, you have become the premier
repository in the country, if not in all of
Africa itself, with an abundance of
material not available anywhere else. Your
resources are truly valuable and should be
retained at all costs. I must also most
warmly thank you and your most capable
and cordial staff for their invaluable
assistance’.

His topic was “The problem about Literary
Biography in South Africa today” and as the
pictures show he had his audience of staff,
students, publishers and a journalist
spellbound.
Professor Gray encouraged those present to
take up the writing of literary biography
giving many fascinating examples from
local works and also many useful tips.

James Currey, ‘The New African’ and the
Heinemann African Writers Series
Publishing Archive

Prof Gray speaks to staff and students
about literary biography (above and top right).

James Currey has arranged for copies of
The New African to be made available on
the UKZN’s Digital Innovation South Africa
(DISA) website.
CALS has many of the original issues which
will be used for the project. The
publication of the journal was most
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irregular due to Special Branch raids,
changes in the masthead, the editors
leaving the country and so on. James
Currey noted that:
‘From June 1966 The New African was
banned in South Africa and to get copies
through the post and to protect recipients
the name on the masthead was changed to
Inkuleleko and then in April 1966 to
Frontier and as ban followed ban the name
was changed to Insight, Watchword,
Sentinel and Vanguard.’

Stephen Coan

He donated several runs of journals to
CALS including Carapace. He has also
donated some books including Shadow
Game by Laurence Eben, the pseudonym of
Michael Power, as well as a new edition of
this title.

He is donating his papers from his book
Africa Writes Back; The African Writers
Series and the Launch of African Literature
(2008) to CALS. He acknowledges the
contributions of archivists Mike Bott and
Verity Andrews at the University of Reading
Publishing Archive. Verity Andrews
photocopied selected letters and
documents which formed the foundation of
that book.
Currey was recently shown round CALS and
stated in his letter to Guy Baxter, the
University of Reading Archivist that ‘This
archive stands out as exceptional and is
steadily being expanded.’

Cover of the 2008 edition
under Power’s name

Baxter has agreed to the copies of the
Reading papers being lodged at CALS (with
suitable acknowledgements). He stated ‘It
sounds like a very exciting project and one
that we at Reading would wholeheartedly
support.’

Among the donations are collections of
poems by well-known locals, Joan
Kerchhoff and Clive Lawrence (the latter
now lives in Nieu Bethesda).
Publishing, Books and Reading in SubSaharan Africa: A Critical Bibliography

The documents are copies of Heinemann
correspondence with authors such as Bessie
Head and Mazisi Kunene. Readers will be
advised when the collection arrives and is
ready for use.

CALS has been in touch with the renowned
African bibliographer, Hans Zell, who was
responsible for the appraisal of the Bernth
Lindfors Collection which was purchased by
the UKZN in 2003 when the Centre was
established.

Stephen Coan donates books and
journals

CALS now has online access to Zell’s most
comprehensive bibliography. Mrs Darlene

Stephen Coan, tireless champion of CALS
and other UKZN Special Collections, has
relocated to Durban.
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Holtz can be contacted at CALS (033
2606249) for login codes.

are at UKZN for this semester. Informal
discussion at the seminar included ideas on
the sort of student, staff and research
exchanges that could be arranged in future
between UKZN and the University of Tours
with regard to the field of English literary
studies.

Visiting Academics, Translator
and Students

Professor Whyte coordinates the MA
programme at the University of Tours and
his field of specialisation is postcolonial
theory and literature in West Africa. He
has published a book on Ayi Kwei Armah
and about 20 articles on the African
writers, Ben Okri (Nigéria), Kojo Laing
(Ghana), Syl Cheney Coker (Sierra Leone),
Syl Bendele-Thomas (Nigéria), Abdulrazak
Gurnah (Zanzibar), and Kofi Awoonor
(Ghana). Dr Cingal is the coordinator of
3rd year English studies and PGCE
(English). His fields of specialisation are
postcolonial literatures, semiotics and
translation studies

French Academics Visit CALS

Profs Malaba, De Meyer, Stilwell and Whyte
(on the left and right) with Drs Cingal and
Jones in the Centre at the luncheon held in
honour of the French academics

The Centre for African Literary Studies
(CALS) hosted two visitors, Professor Philip
Whyte and Dr Guillaume Cingal, from the
University of Tours on the 15 February
2013. Professor Bernard DeMeyer, French
Studies and a member of the CALS Advisory
Board, was responsible for bringing the
visitors to CALS. The visiting
academics also addressed staff and
students from English at CALS on 13
February 2013 in a seminar organised by
Professor Mbongeni Malaba and Dr Michael
Wessels.

In his presentation Professor Whyte gave an
overview of the history of West African
writing in English. Dr Cingal analysed two
South African poems, including Jeremy
Cronin’s poem, ‘Who’. He emphasised the
need to provide the historical and social
contexts to the poems when teaching them
to French students.
At CALS the French visitors were very
excited by the collection of books,
especially the Onitsha market literature,
and the newly archived unpublished
materials. They found several items that
they had searched for previously but never
been able to locate.
“Each shelf cries out for a conference
about its holdings!” said Dr Cingal. Future
research exchanges will certainly provide
the opportunity to take this challenge
further.

The purpose of the visit to UKZN was to
discuss the partnership between the two
institutions (staff and student exchange,
joint research, etc.) and hence the visitors
met the French discipline
(Pietermaritzburg, PMB Campus), the
English discipline (PMB and Howard
College), International Relations and the
Dean and Head of School of Arts, Professor
N. Zulu. They also held a meeting with two
University of Tours exchange students who
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French/English Translator at CALS
In June Vera Leckie worked at CALS on the
proofs of her translation of the work
of West African author, Boubacar Boris
Diop. The book is L'Afrique au-dela du
Miroir (Africa beyond the mirror) (2007)
and it has been translated into English
from French. The translation is to be
published by Ayebia Publishing in the
United Kingdom.
Nazim Gani, Acting Manuscript Librarian at APC
and Prof Archie Dick with his book.

Dick spoke about his book The hidden
history of South Africa’s book and reading
cultures. It was published in paperback by
the UKZN Press.
Stellenbosch PhD Student calls CALS ‘a
Miracle Place’
Ms Vera Leckie

This is how CALS was described by Danson
Kahyana when he visited CALS on 18th
October. He is a final year PhD student at
Stellenbosh University and an assistant
lecturer at the University of Makerere. He
travelled to KZN especially to use the
Centre.

The book is an interesting and well-written
compilation of essays and newspaper
articles. Ms Leckie donated a copy in
French to CALS. She hopes that publication
of a second translated work of Diop's which
she has submitted, Les petits de la guenon
(The monkey and her children or Doomi
golo in Wolof), 2009, will follow.
Archie Dick Pays a First Visit to CALS
In April Professor Archie Dick from the
University of Pretoria visited CALS when he
gave the 20th Alan Paton Memorial Lecture.
He was introduced at the lecture by the
Acting Director of CALS, Professor Christine
Stilwell. She serves on the Alan Paton
Centre and Struggle Archives’ (APC)
Advisory Board.

Danson S. Kahyana and Wiseman Masango
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Duke Third Years at CALS

students on ‘Writing a “popular” history of
English literature in the twenty-first
century: problems and issues’.

Professor Kerry Haynie of Duke University
returned to Pietermaritzburg with a group
of third year students to run a course with
Professor Ralph Lawrence of Policy and
Development, UKZN.

Craig Mackenzie Re-evaluates SA
Literature
On 19th September Professor Craig
Mackenzie from the University of
Johannesburg addressed staff and students
at CALS on the topic ‘Re-evaluating South
African literature’. His audience were
especially eager to obtain copies of his lists
of recent notable works.

Duke third years with Profs Kerry Haynie and
Ralph Lawrence

The course is part of a larger programme
on `Governance, Policy and Social Justice:
urban politics in the American South and
South Africa’. The three courses and the
research project cover the American South
and South Africa. Their time in
Pietermaritzburg and Durban was organised
with this in mind.

Prof Craig Mackenzie from University of
Johannesburg with Prof Mbongeni Malaba

On 16th October the students visited CALS
for a presentation and lunch with Centre
staff.

Programme Highlights

Seminar on ‘Popular’ History of English
Literature

Poetry Africa Festival Poets at CALS
The 17th edition of the popular Poetry
Africa International Poetry Festival was
held in Durban from14 to19 October. It was
hosted by the Centre for Creative Arts
(CCA), and brought some of the world’s
finest poets and musicians to KwaZuluNatal.

Dr Peter Strauss and Prof Mbongeni Malaba with
postgraduate student, Sandra Bagirathi.

On 17 the October, Dr Peter Strauss
addressed English Studies staff and
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It kicked off its week-long programme with
a visit on 14 October to the CALS’s Library
and Archives. The poets came from
countries such as India, Benin, Nigeria,
Ireland, Italy, Canada and the United
States of America. They had tea and went
on a tour of the CALS. Several poets made
generous donations of their published
poems to the CALS library.

but my conscience will not let me. So
brothers and sisters, I call upon you all to
pay a virtual visit to the Center For African
Literary Studies where the objective is to
house anything and everything written by
Africans or about Africans. Let us make this
the Smithsonian library of Africa. Your
book donations will be appreciated…’

Kole with Busiswa Gqulu and Natalia Molebatsi

Poet Afric McGlinchey hears about Virginie
Kilyobo’s dissertation

Barnabé Laye’s French Seminar
Poet Barnabé Laye from Benin held a
seminar at CALS on 17th October. It was
hosted by Professor Bernard De Meyer from
French Studies. He donated five books to
the Centre, including his book La Cuisine
which is a tribute to his wife’s work as a
chef.

Ian Kamau with Paul Casey and guest

Barnabé Laye signing his donations
with Prof Bernard De Meyer
Kole Odutola, hands his donations to Prof
Christine Stilwell

Nigerian Poetry Africa poet, Kole Odutola,
later posted this note on Facebook:
‘Are you an African or a lover of the
continent of Africa. I wish I could keep the
news of this new lover I chanced upon at
the University of KwaZulu-Natal,
Pietermaritzburg, South Africa, to myself

Carole Gumede,
Projects Co-ordinator, at the CCA and Virginie
Kilyobo
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He told CALS’s staff that he had been
inspired at the age of 15 by Alan Paton’s
novel Cry the beloved country and had
resolved to become a writer at that age.
He also visited the Alan Paton Centre. Dr
Laye is a medical doctor and ‘a poet by
night’ as he explained.

excellent collection of materials on Bessie
Head.
CALS’s Review
CALS was reviewed by the Quality
Promotions and Assurance (QPA) unit of
UKZN on 16 and 17th October.

Midlands Literary Festival
Daryl David from UKZN Afrikaans Studies
organised the Festival again this year. It
included a Literary Tour of
Pietermaritzburg in which CALS and the
Alan Paton Centre featured. It took place
on 23rd August.

Review panel: Extraordinary Prof Pikita Ntuli
(Chair), Anusha Kisten, Dr Lumkile Lalandle
(QPA Director), Dr Nora Buchanan and Prof
Sihawukele Ngubane (Joyce Myeza not present
that day)

The review panel chaired by Extraordinary
Professor Pikita Ntuli from Tshwane
University and including Dr Lumkile
Lalandle, the QPA Director, paid a site visit
to CALS. They spent two days interviewing
an extensive list of experts drawn from
various categories, such as Board members,
former Directors, authors, publishers and
donors, students, other librarians and the
CALS’s staff.

Daryl David with the Literary Tour group
in the isiZulu Literary Museum at CALS

The CALS’s staff submitted an 80 page selfevaluation report as well as two large files
of supporting documents. This selfevaluation report was structured around
headings suggested by the QPA team and
covered how CALS engaged with the
UKZN’s Strategic Goals (UKZN Strategic
Plan 2007-2016) and those of the College of
Humanities (2012-2016). The process of
preparing the report entailed CALS’s staff
members contributing their views on the

Prof Christine Stilwell talks to the tour group
about the Bessie Head display

Professor Christine Stilwell took them on a
tour of the Centre and talked them through
the display on ‘Bessie Head’s
Pietermaritzburg’ which included letters
from the Gillian Stead Eilersen collection
of archival materials. CALS has an
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strengths and challenges and areas for
change within CALS.
Users of the Centre and students were also
asked to submit their views by email.
Other content was drawn from minutes of
staff meetings, annual reports and
newsletters as well as content from the
former UKZNonline and local newspapers.
The report was agreed to by staff members
of the Centre. QPA invited other interested
parties to an open session.

CALS’s staff hear the preliminary report.

The Terms of Reference for the review
were to:
1) Define the role of CALS within the
College and the University including its
location; 2) Consider appropriateness,
effectiveness and efficiency of the current
structure, facilities, programmes, and
services it offers; 3) Review the alignment
of CALS to the vision, mission and identify
with that of the University; 4) Look into
leadership, governance, and staffing of
CALS; 5) Identify infrastructural capacity
and needs for optimal performance of staff
including training needs, equipment and
software
requirements;
6)
Consider
viability and sustainability of CALS taking
into account the nature of funding; 7)
Examine UKZN Policies with regard to CALS
and similar centres; 8) Identify areas
where there is good practice and make
recommendations for areas requiring
focused attention.

.
The QPA panel with Acting Dean, Prof Stephen
Mutula and CALS’s staff.

Wiseman Masango attends ‘Preservation
Master Class Workshop’

The staff and Acting Dean heard the
preliminary report back findings on 17th
November and these were most positive.
The panel was impressed with the
dedication and passion of the staff who
operated
in
extremely
difficult
circumstances.

Wiseman Masango, CALS’s Library
Assistant, Technical Services.

They also commented on the high calibre
of the interviewees who included
Professors Bernth Lindfors and Stephen
Gray and publisher, James Currey. The full
report will be available in December 2013.

Wiseman Masango attended the
‘Preservation Master Class Workshop’ on 27
November. This was a Department of Arts
and Culture, KwaZulu-Natal Archives and
Records Services initiative in collaboration
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with the South African Preservation and
Conservation Group (Sapcon) and the South
African Society of Archivists (SASA) KZN
Branch. The workshop was attached to a
two day conference at the ICC in Etekweni.
Ms Nellie Somers, Senior Library
Information Officer and Collections
Preservation Monitor of the UKZN’s
Campbell Collections, facilitated the
event.

Professor Mbongeni Malaba gave a talk on
CALS entitled ‘Telling our story: the Centre
for African Literary Studies’.
He paid tribute to ‘the generosity of
Bernth Lindfors and his wife, Judith’ and
cited Geoff Davis who said:
‘There really is not another scholar in
African literary studies like Bernth
Lindfors. For decades he has worked
tirelessly to enhance our knowledge of
African literature, writing with authority,
insight and wit, constantly filling gaps in
our critical awareness, forever unearthing
material we should have known about but
did not.’

Institutional and other
linkages

He told the audience how ‘Bernth Lindfors
was determined that his unique collection
should find a home in an African
institution, as a tribute to the continent’s
literary heritage that was central to the
development of his illustrious career.’
Furthermore, Professor Lindfors regularly
sends boxes of books to CALS, to augment
the collection and has taken it upon
himself to encourage other African scholars
in the US to donate their books and papers.

UKZN Foundation Retreat
On 11 and 12 July the UKZN Foundation
staff headed by the Foundation’s Executive
Director, Ms Bridget Mcbean, held a
strategic planning meeting at CALS.
For most of the staff it was their first visit
despite the pivotal role the Foundation
played in the launching of CALS in 2004.

Director Bridget Mcbean with her team
Prof Mbongeni Malaba and UKZN
Professor Emeritus, Bill Guest.

Special Collections Day
On 15 August the UKZN Special Collections,
led by Mr Nazim Gani and the APC staff
showcased their offerings to a large
audience of some 150 ‘town and gown’
people in the Colin Webb Hall on the
Pietermaritzburg campus.

Professor Malaba urged the UKZN ‘It is thus
our hope that the University will continue
to support the staff at CALS…’, mindful of
the University’s claim to be ‘premier
institute of African learning’, we hope that
the academic merit of the Centre, its
international stature, and its potential for
promoting postgraduate studies will ensure
appropriate support.’
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the CALS isiZulu Literary Museum and the
South African literary biographer, poet and
novelist, Stephen Gray.

He noted that ‘CALS, like the other
branches of the Special Collections …,
notably the Alan Paton Centre and Struggle
Archives and the Killie Campbell Africana
Museum and Library, is dedicated to
providing quality support for research in
the Humanities. Looking ahead, the
challenge we face is sustained fundraising,
to continue the purchases, run colloquia
and seminars, and fund PhDs, post-doctoral
and research fellows, especially from
elsewhere in Africa.’

UKZN’s Cultural Day
UKZN International Relations held a
cultural day with the theme ‘Healing our
planet together’ on 11 October.
The CALS’s exhibit, staffed by Mr Wiseman
Masango, drew many interested students.
Students provided their national dishes for
visitors to sample and demonstrated their
dancing prowess.

Lastly he noted that ‘Guests from all over
the world are deeply impressed by the
resources at our disposal. Prof. Leon de
Kock, who was a guest speaker at an
English
Studies
Seminar
Programme
meeting also commended the Centre,
stating that it epitomises the expression
“stumbling across information.”’
Africa Day

Some of the gaily clad dance experts

CALS staff, Wiseman Masango (far left) and
Fiona Polak (far right), with visiting Law
students, Sakhile Nene and Judy
Rautenhheimer.

Information Studies PhD student, Tanzanian
Emmanuel Elia, with Wiseman Masango

CALS invited the UKZN staff and students
to celebrate Africa Day a day early on 24th
May, 2013, by visiting the Centre for a tour
of its collections.
Law students, Sakhile Nene and Judy
Rautenhheimer, took a break from their
legal studies to celebrate with CALS. The
picture shows them in front of displays on
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UKZN Graduate programmes

lunch and photoshoot on the CALS’s
verandah with Information Studies staff,
Professor Christine Stilwell, Dr Ruth
Hoskins, Dr Zawedde Nsibirwa and Mrs
Fiona Bell.

CALS’s most regular postgraduate links are
with English Studies and Information
Studies. Some of the highlights are
featured below.
San Seminar: ‘Singing Bones’ and
‘Telepathic Teeth’
On 22nd August two staff members from
English Studies, Professor Cheryl Stobie
addressed staff and students during a
lecture entitled ‘Siblings and Singing Bones
and Reeds’. Dr Michael Wessels spoke
about ‘Smoke, Telepathic Teeth and Men
with Rhebok Heads: San and Colonial
Mythology meet in the Maloti’s’.

Prof Christine Stilwell and Dr Ruth Hoskins
with the 2013 PGDIS/RAM group

Dr Michael Wessels and Prof Cheryl Stobie with
their audience of staff and students

Fiona Bell addresses Yvonne Naidoo and Alexis
Saria and other students over lunch on the
CALS’s verandah.

They audience enjoyed this introduction to
San oral literature.
Information Studies Postgraduate
Diploma students bid farewell to CALS
The Information Studies’ Postgraduate
Diploma in Information Studies (PGDIS)and
Post Graduate Diploma in Records and
Archives Management (PGDRAM) have had
lectures at CALS all year and their
digitizing project was based there. The
group celebrated with an end of the year
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Governance

Professor Cheryl Stobie – English, School of
Arts.

CALS is governed by an Advisory Board
chaired by Deputy Vice Chancellor & Head
of the College of Humanities, UKZN. The
Acting Director reports to the Dean and
HOD of the School of Social Sciences.

Dr Praversh Sukram – Chief Librarian,
Pietermaritzburg Campus, UKZN Libraries.

Oversight of the CALS budgets is the
responsibility of the College Financial
Manager, Mr Dane Arumugam.

Mr Msawakhe Hlengwa - Community
Representative

Mr Dane Arumugam– Financial Manager,
College of Humanities

CALS’s Board

Ms Joyce Myeza – Head Special Collections,
& Chief Librarian, Howard College, UKZN
Libraries

Professor Cheryl Potgieter – Chair, DVC &
Head College of Humanities

Ms Bridget Mcbean – Executive Director,
UKZN Foundation

Professor Nelson Ijumba – Deputy Vice
Chancellor-Research, Knowledge
Production & Partnerships

CALS’s Staff Move On
Fiona Polak leaves for Europe

Professor Nhlanhla Mkhize –Dean & Head of
School of Applied Social Sciences.
Professor Nwabafo Okeke- Uzodike – Dean
& Head of School of Social Sciences.
Professor Bernard De Meyer – French,
School of Arts.
Professor Phillippe Denis – History of
Christianity, School of Religion, Philosophy
& Classics.

Fiona Polak

Fiona resigned from CALS in June to do the
Tefl course in Durban and to return to
teaching and failing that, care work in the
United Kingdom.

Professor Nhlanhla Mathonsi –IsiZulu,
School of Arts.
Professor Mbongeni Malaba – English,
School of Arts.

We thank her for the immense amount of
work she did on the CALS’ collections and
wish her well in her return to teaching,
which will possibly take her to the Czech
Republic.

Professor Sihawukele Ngubane –Academic
Leader, Teaching & Learning, School of
Arts.
Professor Christine Stilwell - Acting
Director of CALS.

Fiona joined CALS in October 2004 as
Acting Curator. She is a qualified teacher
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and librarian with experience in both
professions. Fiona left CALS in 2007 but
returned in December 2010 to work on the
Priebe Collection on a contract basis.

Christine Stilwell has been made an
Emeritus Professor at UKZN and she is
retiring to the Western Cape at the end of
this year.

Fiona completed work on the Priebe
collection, the entire collection of
journals, some 500 titles, the single issues
of journals, theses and dissertations and
the Moser collection.

She has served the UKZN and the former
University of Natal for 27 years as a
member of the permanent staff and eight
years on the temporary staff prior to that.
Christine has been Acting Director of CALS
since May, 2011 with the exception of a
sixth month period in 2012 when she took
long leave. She commented on her time at
CALS:
‘Being Acting Director of CALS has been
one of the highpoints of my career. I have
loved being at CALS and meeting the
writers, telling people about the treasures
of CALS and also applying my creative and
professional skills in such a challenging
environment.’

She oversaw the journal binding and
established a high standard in this regard.
She had just started work on processing the
newly converted AV collection in the form
of dvds when she left. She had also
commenced sourcing missing issues to fill
some of the gaps in the journal runs.
Fiona managed to find homes for many
boxes of duplicate journals which were
sent to the national Afrikaans Literary
Museum in Bloemfontein, the National
English Literary Museum in Grahamstown,
University of South Africa (UNISA) and St
Joseph’s Theological Institute’s Library.

‘A major highlight for me was the
launching of the isiZulu Literary Museum in
2012. It was sparked by Daryl David and
came about because of the generosity of
Shuter’s and local and national libraries.
The students love it and use of the centre
has increased dramatically - this is just the
beginning!’ said Christine.

CALS’s Staff
■ Christine Stilwell
Acting Director

Christine also spoke the importance of the
systems that had been set up for the
processing of the journals, archiving of the
documents, photographs and newspaper
clippings, as well as converting the audio
visual materials for more stable formats.
She commended the careful work carried
out by the staff on these tasks and the
upgrading and maintenance of the CALS’s
website.
She said that the QPA review ‘has set us on
the path to a new recognition for CALS
within the institution. It is already greatly
valued beyond its walls’.

CALS’s staff at the farewell function held by Information
Studies

Christine also served as Professor of
Information Studies in the School of Social
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Sciences. She is the author of numerous
articles and chapters in books and is on the
editorial boards of several journals,
including that of Innovation: a Journal of
Appropriate Librarianship in Southern
Africa. Christine also served on the
Advisory Board of the Alan Paton Centre
and Struggle Archives.

■ Colleen Vietzen
Part-time Librarian

■ Darlene Holtz
Centre Administrator

For most of 2013 Colleen has been the only
cataloguer and she has processed a record
number of items. She classifies, subject
catalogues and captures new books as they
are received. She has processed the new
CALS’s orders which are the first since
2008 and 2009 when she searched
bibliographic sources and compiled orders
for new books. That process stopped in
April 2009 because funds ran out.

In 2013 Darlene has taken on the record
keeping for orders for books and journals.
She was also a key resource for the review
of CALS in October.

CALS receives many donations including
packages of recent publications from
Professor Lindfors and these are always
given high priority. Colleen also assists
with the journal subscriptions.

Darlene has been with CALS since July
2011. She brought a wealth of experience
with her from her previous positions in
Information Studies and the Faculty of
Law. She also has a good working
knowledge of libraries and of UKZN as a
whole and made an immense contribution
to the systems and services at CALS. She is
responsible for the CALS’s website among
her many other tasks.

Colleen joined the CALS’s staff in
November 2004 as Librarian on a part-time
basis, working one day a week. She brought
with her long and varied experience,
having been University Librarian,
Pietermaritzburg before her retirement.
Her initial brief was to speed up classifying
and assign subject headings to the
monographs in the original Lindfors
Collection. That task has now been
accomplished along with the classification
of a number of subsequently acquired
collections.
She has processed the Stephen Gray
donation, the Gerald Moser collection of
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Portuguese material, the Geslin collection
of South African literature in English, a
donation from the Brenthurst Library, the
Catherine Woeber collection, and the
Richard Priebe chapbooks. She also worked
on the South African National Library of
the South African Classics series, the

of the audio-visual materials. Progress is
slow as we depend on the Audio Visual
Centre to do the conversion and they have
a backlog.
She has also commenced a massive stock
taking exercise which is targeting the book
collection. She has revamped the news
clippings file and archives these as well.
She also streamlined the archiving of the
photographic collection.

KZNPPLIS, Shuter’s, and the Sesotho
Writers’ Association donations as well
as the Afrikaans collection. This year
she has processed UKZN Press items,
and donations from Stephen Coan, Jeni
Couzyn, Professors Keyan Tomaselli and
Christine Stilwell,the Poetry Africa poets

Barbara was responsible for scanning the
catalogues and literary journals for new
items and these books have started to
arrive. This is very exciting as CALS has not
been able to place book orders on this
scale for some time.

and sundry other donations.
■ Barbara Gentil
Part-time Archivist

Barbara was employed at CALS in a
temporary and part-time capacity from
2011 to archive the special collections. Her
contract came to an end in August this year
and she is leaving Pietermaritzburg at the
end of the year. Her work at CALS is
greatly appreciated as she set up many of
the new systems and implemented them
with the utmost efficiency.
■ Wiseman Masango
Library Assistant
Barbara has completed work on another
collection, her seventh, which has been
shelved at the Centre for researchers to
use with a full catalogue of the collection
available in hard copy and electronically.
The completed collections are the Gillian
Stead Eilersen Collection of Bessie Head
Research Material, the Bernth Lindfors
Collection of African Literature, the
Catherine Woeber Collection of Early Black
South African Autobiography, the Moser
collection of Lusophone materials, the
Richard Priebe Collection and the Liz
Gunner Collection and the Stephen Gray
collection.

In November Wiseman attended a
workshop was organised by the KwaZuluNatal Archives and Records Services, in
collaboration with the South African

Barbara has started work on the conversion
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Preservation and Conservation Group
(SAPCON) and South African Society of
Archivists (SASA) as part of their annual
conference. It was structured to provide
archivists and anyone with an interest in
preserving archivalia with practical
guidance relating to preservation.

Wiseman joined CALS in 2004 when he
worked as a research assistant to Professor
Liz Gunner on the Isicathamiya Project as
well as the Radio and Drama Project: Radio
Ukhozi FM.
In 2005 he started working as a full time
Library Assistant. He is responsible for the
technical services - tattling and spine
labelling books; typing and pasting of
spine labels, the placing tattle tapes, the
CALS’s stamp and bookplates; shelving and
shelf reading, and preparing journals for
binding as well as checking the quality of
the binding when items are returned by the
binder.

The following topics were covered: care of
paper, handling of archivalia, care of
microforms, storage environment, and
introduction to building a digital archive.
The emphasis was on equipping delegates
with practical knowledge that will enable
them to put the knowledge gained at the
workshop into immediate use. The
Programme Director was Ms U.P. Narrine.

In 2011 he worked on the Priebe
Collection. Since 2012 he has assisted with
the processing and shelving of the
Afrikaans Collection and the isiZulu books.
Since June this year he has also taken over
the monitoring of the temperature and
humidity in the stacks.

Wiseman reported that ‘The paper that I
enjoyed the most was, “Storage
environment: Temperature and humidity”
presented by Nellie Somers: who is based
at Campbell Collections; UKZN and a part
time lecturer at Durban University of
Technology (DUT). Her presentation will be
made available on the SAPCON Website.

He has the additional task of assisting
Colleen with proofreading the records for
the isiZulu entries. Among his other library
duties is assisting the increasing number of
users of CALS who appreciate his helpful
approach and isiZulu language skills.

David Larsen, MD of Africamediaonline
presented an “Introduction to digitizing
archivalia.” He used the African National
Congress 100 year’s celebration as an
example. He collaborated with people
from University of Fort Hare and they
included some of the ANC’s stalwarts’
inputs.
In conclusion, I realised that almost all the
presenters were sharing the same concern
about how the library/archives should be
maintained. For example, the atmosphere
in the stack room, storage system, light,
security, disaster management, as well as
pests control.
I think the workshop must run for two days
instead of one, in order to cover every
topic properly.’
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CALS’s Financial
Reports, December
2014

UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL

REFERENCE : CH01
FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR 2013
Notes

R
2013

UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL

REFERENCE : Q006

Total Income

32 788.01

Fugard Book photocopy reimbursement
Budget
Rent lease reimbursement

15.00
32 735.81
37.20

Operational Expenditure

24 231.75

FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR 2013
Notes

Computer related equipment

R
2013

Income

-

999.95

Consumables

3 546.00

Entertainment/meals

1 613.00

Petty cash
Postal expenses

999.99
196.60

Operational Expenditure

69 054.74

Aufio visual/graphic services

3 163.00

Recovery

2 376.63

1 851.36

Rent/lease:Office equipment

3 648.96

Book Binding
Books and manuals
Consumables
Courier
Lab and other equipment
Periodicals
Postal expenses
Repairs and maintenance - Furniture
Stationery and supplies
Subcription/affiliation fees
Sundry creditors
UKZN Bulk printing

23 289.29

Repairs and maintenance:Computers

2 994.78

263.79

Stationery and supplies

1 631.82

744.64

Telephone & Fax charges

5 941.90

22 880.00

UKZN Bulk printing

282.12

2 380.91
70.00
1 191.30

NET DEFICIT FOR THE PERIOD

1 435.00
10 778.18

ACCUMULATED FUNDS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PERIOD

989.99

8 556.26
0.00

17.28

ACCUMULATED FUNDS AT THE END OF THE PERIOD

NET DEFICIT FOR THE PERIOD

-69 054.74

Notes

ACCUMULATED FUNDS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PERIOD

562 721.51

1. Total expenditure amount inclusive of R 305.00 commitments

8 556.26

2. Salaries cost is borne by College office
ACCUMULATED FUNDS AT THE END OF THE PERIOD

493 666.77

Notes

Prepared By: HB Ngubane

1. Total expenditure amount inclusive of R 19 799.31 commitments

______________________________
Authorised as a true extract of the University of KwaZulu-Natal's financial records for the periods specified :

Prepared By: HB Ngubane
______________________________
Authorised as a true extract of the University of KwaZulu-Natal's financial records for the periods specified :
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